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How Life Imitates Chess Garry Kasparov 2021-11-11 ____ *THE STRATEGIES
BEHIND A SUCCESSFUL LIFE FROM THE LEGENDARY GRANDMASTER AND
ADVISOR TO NETFLIX'S THE QUEEN'S GAMBIT, NOW WITH A NEW
FOREWORD* 'In this book, chess is a teacher, and I aim to show it is a great
one.' For over twenty years, Garry Kasparov dominated the world of chess. As
the youngest ever undisputed World Champion, known for confounding his
opponents at every move and breaking record after record, Kasparov was asked
the same question time and time again: what makes a champion? Drawing on a
wealth of revealing and instructive stories, from the most intense moments of his
greatest games to the world-changing decisions of history's greatest
strategists such as Winston Churchill and Steve Jobs, Kasparov reveals the
strategic ways of thinking that always give a player - in the game of life as
well as chess - the edge. PRAISE FOR GARRY KASPAROV 'I've never seen someone
with such a feel for dynamics in complex positions' - Magnus Carlsen, World
Chess Champion 'There is nothing in chess he has been unable to deal with' Vladimir Kramnik, Chess Grandmaster 'Mr. Kasparov is not only one of the
world's smartest men, he is also among its bravest.' - Hillel Neuer, executive
director of UN Watch
Afro-American Biographies Sara Mitchell 2000 This Bibliography presents
citations of hundreds of biographies of Afro-Americans under the categories of
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General, Science, Engineering and Invention, Entertainment, Sports, Civil Rights,
Women and the Arts. Access is provided via Title, Author and Subject Indexes.
Oprah Winfrey Speaks Janet Lowe 2001-01-22 "People have told me that their
lives have changed because of me. I take away from this the sense that I'm on the
right track." "I believe you're here to live your life with passion. Otherwise,
you're just traveling through the world blindly-and there's no point to that."
"Oprah's on." It's the catchphrase that inspires millions around the world to
tune in to one of the most trusted women in the history of television. Almost
everyone follows Oprah's every move. One word about a book club selection
sends an obscure first novel rocketing to the top of the bestseller list. Oprah
Winfrey possesses what is arguably one of the world's most influential voices.
Alive with her unique warmth and insight, Oprah Winfrey Speaks reveals the
mystique of Oprah in her own words. Drawing on hundreds of sources, Janet
Lowe provides an evocative, personal portrait. Here are Oprah's opinions on
everything from childhood and overcoming adversity to dealing with fame and
staying real. Oprah Winfrey Speaks highlights Oprah's abiding faith, no-nonsense
business rules, generosity, and love as well as her 10 commandments for lifelong
success. Oprah's lifetime theme has been personal transformation-she's
constantly seeking, questioning, changing, and growing. This uplifting theme
echoes throughout Oprah Winfrey Speaks. Here is just a hint of the wisdom
you'll discover: * "Just tell the truth. It'll save you every time." * "Don't
complain about what you don't have. Use what you've got. To do less than
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your best is a sin. Every single one of us has the power for greatness, because
season, which he details in the new introduction, along with candid revelations
greatness is determined by service-to yourself and to others." * "I am a woman in
about his sources, and the reaction from Michael, his teammates, the media, and
progress. I'm just trying like everyone else. I try to take every conflict, every
the fans when the book blasted onto the bestseller lists in 1992 (where it
experience and learn from it. All I know is that I can't be anybody else. And it's
stayed for three months). With more than a million copies in print, The Jordan
taken me a long time to realize that." * "If you're angry, be angry and deal with
Rules remains the ultimate inside look at one of the most legendary teams in
it. Don't go eat a bag of Ruffles." * "God blesses you better when you pray on
sports history.
your knees." The world listens when Oprah Winfrey Speaks Here's just a hint of
Dreams Fulfilled: Inspirational Comeback Stories Tom Kloske 2016-06-15
the wisdom you'll find inside... "I am what I am because of my grandmother. My
Incredible inspirational comeback Stories of six determined athletes. Read amazing
strength. My sense of reasoning. Everything. All that was set by the time I was
lessons of perseverance and the “never give up” attitude. Learn how they beat the
six." "Luck is a matter of preparation meeting opportunity." "I always feel if you odds by overcoming obstacles of defeat, persecution, age, and doubt. Dreams
do right, right will follow." "You know the old clich-, 'a good man is hard to
Fulfilled takes you on a journey of inspirational life stories, teaching us about
find'? Well, it's true. And the smarter you get, the harder they are to find." This
the unlimited spirit of human achievement that resides in all of us.
book has not been prepared, approved, licensed, or endorsed by Oprah Winfrey,
12 Rules for Life Jordan B. Peterson 2018-01-16 Jordan Peterson's work as a
Harpo Productions, or by any entity that creates, produces, or broadcasts THE clinical psychologist has reshaped the modern understanding of personality, and
OPRAH WINFREY SHOW.
now he has become one of the world's most popular public thinkers, with his
Mindset : Du blir vad du t nkerCarol S. Dweck 2017-07-14 Boken Mindset har
lectures on topics ranging from the Bible to romantic relationships drawing tens
f r ndrat v rt s tt att prata om intelligens och f rm ga till inl rning.of
Carol
millions of viewers. In an era of polarizing politics, echo chambers and trigger
S. Dwecks banbrytande forskning om hur f rm gor och prestationer utvecklas warnings, his startling message about the value of personal responsibility and
bygger p insikten att m nskliga egenskaper inte enbart r medf dda, utan n got
the dangers of ideology has resonated around the world. In this book, he
som kan p verkas av nya kunskaper och erfarenheter. Att utmana sig sj lv ofta, combines ancient wisdom with decades of experience to provide twelve profound
g rna prova nytt och se misslyckanden som ett s tt att l ra, r avg randeand challenging principles for how to live a meaningful life, from setting your
f r b de personligt och professionellt l rande. Dweck kallar det f r att ha ett
house in order before criticising others to comparing yourself to who you were
dynamiskt mindset, till skillnad fr n det statiska mindset som skapar
yesterday, not someone else today. Gripping, thought-provoking and deeply
bekr ftelsebehov och r dsla att misslyckas. Detta r en ut kad utg va avrewarding, 12 Rules for Life offers an antidote to the chaos in our lives: eternal
boken, d r Dweck presenterar begreppet ”falskt dynamiskt mindset”. Med hj lp av truths applied to our modern problems.
det visar hon hur man kan undvika de vanligaste misstagen n r man str var efter Great Athletes 2010
att odla ett dynamiskt mindset. L saren f r m nga tips och r d om hur man kanChanger d' tat d'espritCarol S. Dweck 2016-09-21 L' tat d'esprit de
hj lpa sina barn, sina medarbetare eller sig sj lv att l ra och utvecklas. Carold veloppement, la cl de la r ussite ! Durant ses nombreuses ann es de recherche
S. Dweck r en av v rldens ledande forskare inom personlighetspsykologi,
en psychologie, Carol Dweck a d couvert l’existence de deux tats d’esprit bien
socialpsykologi och utvecklingspsykologi. Hon har varit professor i psykologi
distincts. Pensez-vous que votre intelligence est une donn e inn e, que vous ne
vid Columbia-universitetet och r nu professor i psykologi vid Stanfordpouvez pas vraiment modifier ? Pensez-vous ne pas pouvoir changer les
universitetet samt medlem av American Academy of Arts and Sciences.
composantes essentielles de votre personnalit ? Si vous avez r pondu « oui »,
Michael Jordan David L. Porter 2007 Profiles the legendary basketball player
il est fort probable que vous ayez un tat d’esprit fixe. Ou bien pensez-vous
who is one of the wealthiest and most popular athletes in the world.
plut t que, peu importe votre niveau d’intelligence, il vous est possible de
The Jordan Rules Sam Smith 2012-07-26 The New York Times Bestseller,
l’am liorer ? De modifier certains aspects de votre personnalit ? Oui ? Vous
updated With a New Introduction This is the 20th anniversary of the explosive
avez alors certainement un tat d’esprit de d veloppement.
partir de cette
bestseller that changed the way the world viewed one of the greatest athletes
distinction, en apparence toute simple, Carol Dweck nous montre que, seuls, les
in history, revealing for the first time Michael Jordan's relentless drive to win
capacit s et le talent ne suffisent pas, mais que l’ tat d’esprit a un impact
anything and everything, at any cost. NBA Hall of Fame columnist Sam Smith had capital sur la r ussite de notre vie. Le plus important pour relever et r ussir
unlimited access to the team and its players during their championship 1991-92
des d fis est de les aborder avec un tat d’esprit de d veloppement. Et Carol
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Dweck va vous montrer comment. Sur base de r sultats de recherche,
may be a harbinger of where corporate America is headed. She also addresses
d’anecdotes de la vie quotidienne et d’ l ments biographiques de personnalit s controversies surrounding Google, such as copyright infringement, antitrust
c l bres, la chercheuse am ricaine applique sa m thode aux diverses facettes concerns,
de
and personal privacy and poses the question almost every successful
l’existence ( ducation, relations sociales et amoureuses, sport, monde des
company must face: as Google grows, can it hold on to its entrepreneurial spirit
affaires). Un guide pratique qui vous aidera
vous d velopper et
r ussir as well as its informal motto, "Don't do evil"? What started out as a
gr ce
des pistes concr tes
appliquer dans votre vie quotidienne. CE QU'ENuniversity research project conducted by Sergey Brin and Larry Page has ended up
PENSE LA CRITIQUE Beaucoup d’enfants sont coinc s dans un tat d’esprit fixe revolutionizing the world we live in. Google Speaks puts these incredible
et en deviennent r ticents
l’effort et
l’apprentissage. Carol Dweck propose entrepreneurs in perspective and shows you how their drive and determination
plusieurs pistes pour engager les enfants dans un tat d’esprit en d veloppement. have allowed them to create one of today's most powerful companies.
– Apprendre
duquer Un livre
relire r guli rement, il donne des ailes... – 2008
Psychologos
PROPOS DE L'AUTEUR Professeure
l’Universit de Stanford,Mindset - Updated Edition Carol Dweck 2017-01-12 World-renowned Stanford
Carol S. Dweck est une des chercheuses les plus reconnues dans le domaine de la
University psychologist Carol Dweck, in decades of research on achievement and
personnalit , de la psychologie sociale et de la psychologie du d veloppement. success, has discovered a truly groundbreaking idea-the power of our mindset.
Standard Catalog of Sports Memorabilia Tom Mortenson 2001 Sports
Dweck explains why it's not just our abilities and talent that bring us successmemorabilia collectors can identify and evaluate their treasured collectibles by
but whether we approach them with a fixed or growth mindset. She makes clear
using this comprehensive price guide, now in its second edition. Includes information why praising intelligence and ability doesn't foster self-esteem and lead to
on autographs, books and publications, equipment, figurines, pennants, and other
accomplishment, but may actually jeopardize success. With the right mindset, we
unusual items. 2,500 photos.
can motivate our kids and help them to raise their grades, as well as reach our
Google Speaks Janet Lowe 2009-05-04 In many ways, Google is the prototype
own goals-personal and professional. Dweck reveals what all great parents,
of a successful twenty-first-century company. It uses technology in new ways
teachers, CEOs, and athletes already know: how a simple idea about the brain
to make information universally accessible; promotes a corporate culture that
can create a love of learning and a resilience that is the basis of great
encourages creativity among its employees; and takes its role as a corporate
accomplishment in every area.
citizen very seriously, investing in green initiatives and developing the largest
Applause! for Cincinnati's Black Lifestyle 1999
corporate foundation in the United States. Following in the footsteps of
Selbstbild Carol Dweck 2016-05-02 Spitzensportler, Geigenvirtuosen,
Warren Buffett Speaks and Jack Welch Speaks—which contain a conversational Elitestudenten, Karrieremenschen – in der Regel sprechen wir Erfolge den Begabungen
style that successfully captures the essence of these business leaders—Google
des Menschen zu. Doch dieser Glaube ist nicht nur falsch, er hindert auch unser
Speaks reveals the amazing story behind one of the most important new companies
pers nliches Fortkommen und schr nkt unser Potenzial ein. Die Psychologin Carol
of our time by exploring the people and philosophies that have made it a global
Dweck beweist: Entscheidend f r die Entwicklung eines Menschen ist nicht das
phenomenon in less than fifteen years. Written by bestselling author Janet Lowe,
Talent, sondern das eigene Selbstbild. Was es damit auf sich hat, wie Ihr eigenes
this book offers an engaging look at how Google's founders, Sergey Brin and
Selbstbild aussieht und wie Sie diese Erkenntnisse f r sich pers nlich nutzen
Larry Page, transformed their vision of a better Internet search engine into a
k nnen, erfahren Sie in diesem Buch.
business colossus with about $16 billion in annual revenue. Lowe discusses the
Michael Jordan Speaks Janet Lowe 2001-01-22 Words and wisdom from Chicago
values that drive Brin and Page—for example, how they both live fairly modest
Bulls #23: Mega-superstar, "His Airness" He is the most successful player to
lives, despite each having a net worth in excess of $15.9 billion—and details
ever wear a basketball uniform. On the court and off the court, Michael has
how they have created a culture that fosters fun while, at the same time, keeping entertained the world as a pitchman, movie star, spokesperson, and an
Google at the forefront of technology through relentless R&D investments and
extraordinary athlete-although not the greatest baseball player. For the first
imaginative partnerships with organizations such as NASA. In addition to
time ever, bestselling author Janet Lowe has compiled a portrait from Michael's
examining Google's breakthrough business strategies and new business
own words. Michael Jordan Speaks touches upon everything about the sport, his
models—which have transformed online advertising and changed the way we look mega-superstar status, and his life, culled from articles, newscasts, and
at corporate responsibility and employee relations—Lowe explains why Google
interviews.
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Michael Jordan: Jeff Hawkins 2014-01-01 This title introduces Michael Jordan
Szeml letv lt s – A siker j pszichol Carol
gi ja
S. Dweck 2019-04-08 Mi rt
who has had a great influence on his sport and in his society. Career highlights,
nem seg ti gyermekeink fejl d s t, ha k szs geiket s intelligenci jukat
battles along the way, and humanitarian contributions are discussed. Jordan's
dics rj k? A hars ny, karizmatikus vagy a szer ny, befel fordul vezet k
legacy is told through informative sidebars, captivating photos, and engaging
sikeresebbek? Vajon az akarater nk n m lik, hogy be tudjuk-e tartani
text. SportsZone is an imprint of ABDO Publishing Company. Aligned to Common
fogadalmainkat? Nem csup n k pess geinkt l vagy tehets g nkt l, sokkal
Core Standards and correlated to state standards. SportsZone is an imprint of
ink bb szeml letm dunkt l f gg, el rj k-e c ljainkat. A megfelel szeml le
ABDO Publishing Company.
nemcsak gyerekeinket motiv lhatjuk iskolai teljes tm ny k jav t s ra, de mi is
Osez vraiment r ussir Carol
!
S. Dweck 2021-04-08 Cet ouvrage clairant
rengeteget fejl dhet nk mind szem lyes, mind szakmai t ren. Carol S. Dweck, a
vous aidera
changer votre mani re de penser afin d'arriver
atteindre vos
Stanford Egyetem vil gszerte ismert pszichol giaprofesszora vtizedekig
objectifs. Pourquoi certains atteignent-ils la r ussite en un clair, alors que kutatta a siker titk t. K nyv ben sz mos kutat s seg ts g vel, a
d’autres n’y parviennent jamais ? Selon Carol S. Dweck, c’est une question d’ tat legkiv l bb vezet k, sportol k, sz l k s tan rok p ld in kereszt l
d’esprit ! Dans son best-seller, elle livre un regard in dit sur l’impact d cisif de bebizony tja, hogy ha fejl d si szeml lettel tekint nk nmagunkra s a vil gr
notre mani re de penser. Qui n’a jamais r v d’un guide pratique pour r ussir dans
az olyan tud sv gyra s kitart sra sarkall benn nket, amelynek k sz nhet
la vie ? Dans cet ouvrage r volutionnaire, Carol Dweck propose de faire de ce
az let minden ter let n sikeresebbek lesz nk.
r ve une r alit . Selon l'auteure, r ussir n’implique pas de changer le monde, Words on Cassette 2002 R R Bowker Publishing 2002
mais de changer sa mentalit : au lieu de rester ternellement braqu sur ses Basketball in America Bob Batchelor 2005 A pioneering analysis of the history
checs, il faut les transformer en tapes d’apprentissage et de d veloppement. of basketball & its effect on popular culture from the 1970s until the present
Dans ce guide pratique, elle accompagne pas
pas le lecteur et lui explique
day, this book is aimed at sports fans & academics alike.
comment modifier sa perspective et sa mani re de vivre... pour qu’il puisse enfin
Undisputed Truth: My Autobiography Mike Tyson 2013-11-13 Love him or
construire de fa on durable et solide sa vraie r ussite, dans toutes les
loathe him, ‘Iron’ Mike Tyson is an icon and one of the most fascinating sporting
facettes de son existence ! Un best-seller toujours aussi r volutionnaire qui
figures of our time. In this no-holds-barred autobiography, Tyson lays bare his
pr sente la marche
suivre pour vraiment r ussir, et ce dans tous les aspects demons and tells his story: from poverty to stardom to hell and back again
de la vie !
PROPOS DE L'AUTEURE Professeure
l’Universit de Stanford, G.K. Hall Interdisciplinary Bibliographic Guide to Black Studies Schomburg Center
Carol Dweck est l’une des chercheuses les plus reconnues dans le domaine de la
for Research in Black Culture 1999
personnalit , de la psychologie sociale et de la psychologie du d veloppement. Words on Cassette 2000
Elle est en outre l’auteure de nombreux ouvrages de psychologie, tels que le
Thomas Hirschhorn Jos e B lisle 2007 'Jumbo Spoons and Big Cake' is a
Handbook of Competence and Motivation (Guilford, 2005) publi avec Elliot A. monumental installation that would resemble a topsy-turvy reference centre
J., ou encore Self-theories : Their Role in Motivation, Personality, and
except for the presence of a gigantic cake and with 12 spoons at its core.
Development (Psychology Press, 2000).
Modeled after souvenir spoons, they are emblematic of individuals or entities the
The British National Bibliography Arthur James Wells 2001
artist associates with failed utopias: Mies van der Rohe, Rosa Luxemburg,
Mindset Psychology of Success Lorenz Diemberger 2021-03-01 Mindset
Malevich, Nietzsche, Venice, China, the exhibition of degenerate art held by the
Psychology of Success is your guide to gaining clarity, eliminating stress and
Nazis in 1937 and the Chicago Bulls basketball team. In this installation, the
finally achieving all the hopes and dreams you have for yourself. In just 15
artist offers a space for reflection on the an overabundance of information
minutes a day for the next 4 weeks, you can banish the negative, limiting beliefs
juxtaposed with the urgent question of global hunger. 'Jumbo Spoons and Big
that are holding you back from success and fulfillment and achieve the
Cake', a recent acquisition of the Muse dart contemporain, was shown at the
breakthrough you crave.
Chicago Art Institute and at the Muse national dart moderne/Centre Pompidou.
Acquisitions List, African-American Collection University of Pittsburgh.
Basketball in America Frank Hoffmann 2016-05-23 Examine the social and
University Library System 1997
cultural impact of basketball on America at the amateur and professional
The North Carolina Historical Review 2001
levels! Basketball in America: From the Playgrounds to Jordan’s Game and
Books Out Loud 2004
Beyond is a pioneering analysis of the history of basketball and its effect on
michael-jordan-speaks-lessons-from-the-worlds-greatest-champion-speak-series
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popular culture from the 1970s to today. The popularity of basketball is
undeniable, and the subject allows for such a broad range of interpretations in
popular culture. It cuts across economic, racial, and social boundaries, and its
major stars cross over into other forms of popular entertainment more than any 論你是哪種類型的人，總是能夠明顯改變。 杜維克博士的研究及論述深
other professional sport. This book examines the entire scope of modern
O
basketball history, from the playgrounds, where people first learn the
fundamentals, to the college and professional levels. Basketball in America is a
籍。 我們對自己或他人的簡單信念，實際上操縱了人生的很大部分，深
collection of essays that explores the intersection of basketball and popular
culture in America. The contributors are an eclectic mix of writers, scholars,
journalists, former players, coaches, and sports enthusiasts who all share an
undying love for the game of basketball. The authors analyze the sport from a
cross-cultural and historical perspective—digging deep into the profound
學習新事物、新技能，但智力是個人基本素質，無法有多大改變。（定
popular cultural influences of basketball and exploring the scope and depth of
its influence. This is the first book that examines the social and cultural impact
of basketball on American society to reveal how tightly it is woven into
（Robert J. Sternberg），康乃爾大學人類發展教授 「這將是有史以來最具影
America’s cultural fabric. Also included are photographs and tables to enhance
（Po Bronson），《教養大震撼》作者 「若你是管理者，或是為人父母者
your understanding of the material. Topics covered in Basketball in America
Guy Kawasaki
include: Elgin Baylor—the first “modern” basketball player Chocolate Thunder
Chip Heath &
Dan Heath
and Short Shorts: The NBA in the 1970s Dr. J, Bird, Magic, Jordan, and the Bad
Osez r ussir Carol
!
S. Dweck 2017-10-02 L' tat d'esprit de d veloppement, la
Boys: The NBA in the 1980s The Jordan Era: The NBA in the 1990s LeBron James
cl de la r ussite ! Durant ses nombreuses ann es de recherche en psychologie,
and the future of the NBA the Nike brand and popular culture lessons learned
Carol Dweck a d couvert l’existence de deux tats d’esprit bien distincts.
from legendary UNC coach Dean Smith professional women’s basketball and much
Pensez-vous que votre intelligence est une donn e inn e, que vous ne pouvez pas
more! Basketball in America is a comprehensive analysis that will appeal to
vraiment modifier ? Pensez-vous ne pas pouvoir changer les composantes
anyone interested in understanding how the sport has become an integral part of
essentielles de votre personnalit ? Si vous avez r pondu « oui », il est fort
our national culture. It is an insightful read for sports fans as well as for
probable que vous ayez un tat d’esprit fixe. Ou bien pensez-vous plut t que,
sports historians. In addition, this book can be used as a textbook in sports
peu importe votre niveau d’intelligence, il vous est possible de l’am liorer ? De
history or sociology of sports classes. It will entertain and inform those who
modifier certains aspects de votre personnalit ? Oui ? Vous avez alors
treasure basketball and the role it plays in the American consciousness. Make it
certainement un tat d’esprit de d veloppement.
partir de cette distinction, en
part of your collection today!
apparence toute simple, Carol Dweck nous montre que, seuls, les capacit s et le
Michael Jordan Sean Adams 2003
talent ne suffisent pas, mais que l’ tat d’esprit a un impact capital sur la
Carol S. Dweck, Ph.D. 2017-03-31 500
r ussite de notre500
vie. Le plus important pour relever et r ussir des d fis est de
180
les aborder avec un tat d’esprit de d veloppement. Et Carol Dweck va vous
下AMAZON.COM暢銷書排行榜最長紀錄 TED撼動人心精彩演說 點閱破500萬人次
montrer comment.
比爾‧蓋茲（Bill
Sur base de r sultats
Gates）
de recherche, d’anecdotes de la vie
quotidienne et d’ l ments biographiques de personnalit s c l bres, la
chercheuse am ricaine «applique
TED sa m thode aux diverses facettes de l’existence
https://goo.gl/PmWJNE « 300
https://goo.gl/OsI8Eg
( ducation, relations sociales et amoureuses, sport, monde des affaires). Un
guide pratique qui vous aidera
vous d velopper et
r ussir gr ce
des pistes
concr tes
appliquer dans votre vie quotidienne. CE QU'EN PENSE LA
CRITIQUE Beaucoup d’enfants sont coinc s dans un tat d’esprit fixe et en
deviennent r ticents
l’effort et
l’apprentissage. Carol Dweck propose
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plusieurs pistes pour engager les enfants dans un tat d’esprit en d veloppement. one another and perform in sync - Inspired Dennis Rodman and other 'uncoachable'
– Apprendre
duquer Un livre
relire r guli rement, il donne des ailes... – personalities to devote themselves to something larger than themselves Psychologos
PROPOS DE L'AUTEUR Professeure
l’Universit de Stanford,Transformed Kobe Bryant from a rebellious teenager into a mature leader of a
Carol S. Dweck est une des chercheuses les plus reconnues dans le domaine de la
championship team. Eleven times, Jackson led his teams to the ultimate goal: the
personnalit , de la psychologie sociale et de la psychologie du d veloppement. NBA championship six times with the Chicago Bulls and five times with the Los
Books in Print 1995
Angeles Lakers. We all know the legendary stars on those teams, or think we do.
Eleven Rings Phil Jackson 2015-02-05 For fans of the hit Netflix docuseries The
What Eleven Rings shows us, however, is that when it comes to the most
Last Dance. During his storied career as head coach of the Chicago Bulls and Los important lessons, we don’t know very much at all. This book is full of
Angeles Lakers, Phil Jackson won more championships than any coach in the
revelations: about fascinating personalities and their drive to win; about the
history of professional sports. Even more important, he succeeded in never
wellsprings of motivation and competition at the highest levels; and about
wavering from coaching his way, from a place of deep values. Jackson was
what it takes to bring out the best in ourselves and others.
tagged as the 'Zen master' half in jest by sportswriters, but the nickname speaks
Mindset Carol Dweck 2012-02-02 World-renowned Stanford University
to an important truth: this is a coach who inspired, not goaded; who led by
psychologist Carol Dweck, in decades of research on achievement and success,
awakening and challenging the better angels of his players’ nature, not their
has discovered a truly groundbreaking idea-the power of our mindset. Dweck
egos, fear, or greed. This is the story of a preacher’s kid from North Dakota who
explains why it's not just our abilities and talent that bring us success-but
grew up to be one of the most innovative leaders of our time. In his quest to
whether we approach them with a fixed or growth mindset. She makes clear why
reinvent himself, Jackson explored everything from humanistic psychology and
praising intelligence and ability doesn't foster self-esteem and lead to
Native American philosophy to Zen meditation. In the process, he developed a new
accomplishment, but may actually jeopardize success. With the right mindset, we
approach to leadership based on freedom, authenticity, and selfless teamwork
can motivate our kids and help them to raise their grades, as well as reach our
that turned the hyper-competitive world of professional sports on its head. In
own goals-personal and professional. Dweck reveals what all great parents,
Eleven Rings, Jackson candidly describes how he: - Learned the secrets of
teachers, CEOs, and athletes already know: how a simple idea about the brain
mindfulness and team chemistry while playing for the champion New York Knicks in
can create a love of learning and a resilience that is the basis of great
the 1970s - Managed Michael Jordan, the greatest player in the world, and got
accomplishment in every area.
him to embrace selflessness, even if it meant losing a scoring title - Forged
Cara baru melihat dunia dan hidup sukses tak terhingga Carol S. Dweck, Ph.D.
successful teams out of players of varying abilities by getting them to trust
2007
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